
Necole Mitchell Griffin MSN-Ed, RN, HTC 

      INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER | TRANSFORMATIONAL COACH | EDUCATOR | ENTREPRENEUR 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like you, Transformational Coach, Necole knows first-hand how fear 

can prevent you from taking risk and literally steal your life away.  

Knowing that many are playing small in this great big playground of 

life, Necole invites you to come out and play bigger than ever. Necole 

is a sought-after speaker and coach who fully believes that an 

“Elevated Mind-Style creates an Elevated Life-Style”.  Her super-

power is shining a light on an unknown mental horizon and moving 

her clients into immediate action for long-term result. 

As the CEO of Wellness On The Move, Necole helps professionals 

reinvent themselves and new entrepreneurs find and amplify their 

voice, and income.  With over two decades of healthcare expertise, 

speaking, coaching, and most importantly through her personal 

business, she delivers relatable messages for conferences, on-line 

events, panels, retreats, workshops and seminars.  

     SPEAKING TOPICS: 

An Elevated Mind-Style creates an Elevated Life-Style 

Break free from limitless thinking and intentionally create 
mental images that give permission to build and live the 
lives that we not only desire, but that we deserve.   

Learn what elevating your mind-style will makes you do 
differently. 

Take the Tape Off of Your Mouth For Good This Time 

Fear appears in our lives in various forms and boldly steals 
our ability to have successful relationships with others 
and definitely interferes with making money.  

Discover how what you are afraid to speak is the very 
thing that will help you to build a thriving relationships 
and business.  
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Praise about Necole: 
 

"Necole delivers more than powerful 
messages, she puts you into action." 
 

-           Dr. Thembi Carr-Dobbs| CEO   
- LG Enterprise LLC, Secrets of Human Sexuality 

(SOHS) 

 
" An on-time message that made me 
see past my limitations and become a 
better leader and entrepreneur." 
 
           Michelle A. Daniels| Founder & CEO,               

           MAD Ministries & Business Network 

 

“I was ready to give up and then you 

made me see everything so differently. 

I cry when I think about just how far 

I've really come”. Wendy M. Columbus, OH 

 

 

TO BOOK NECOLE: For more detailed information or to book Necole for your next event, please 
contact us at:   Phone: 513-325-3661     

Email: info@necolemitchellgriffin.com      Web: https://www.necolemitchellgriffin.com 

 
Youtube| Linkedin | Facebook 

 

 

Upcoming Book: “WHAT IF HE NEVER SAID IT?” 10 Success Strategies My Father Didn’t Know He Was Teaching Me 
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